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Abstract

The nexus between debt and inequality has attracted considerable scholarly at-

tention in the wake of the global financial crisis. One prominent candidate to explain

the striking co-evolution of income inequality and private debt in this period has been

the theory of upward-looking consumption externalities leading to expenditure cas-

cades. We propose a parsimonious model of upward-looking consumption at the

micro level mediated by perception networks with empirically plausible topologies.

This allows us to make sense of the ambiguous empirical literature on the relevance

of this channel. Up to our knowledge, our approach is the first to make the reference

group to which conspicuous consumption relates explicit. Our model, based purely

on current income, replicates the major stylised facts regarding micro consumption

behaviour and is thus observationally equivalent to the workhorse permanent in-

come hypothesis, without facing its dual problem of ‘excess smoothness’ and ‘excess

sensitivity’. We also demonstrate that the network topology and segregation has a

significant effect on consumption patterns which has so far been neglected.

Keywords:Agent-Based Computational Economics, Consumption, Inequality, Relative

Income Hypothesis, Positional Goods, Aggregation
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Introduction

1 Introduction

When the potentially destabilising effects of both economic inequality and private debt

have become apparent in the wake of the global financial crisis, the nexus between the

two has also increasingly attracted scholarly interest. One prominent candidate to explain

the striking co-evolution of inequality and private debt in this period has been the theory

of upward-looking consumption externalities (Van Treeck 2014). Thereby, the increases

in the top relative incomes are assumed to have triggered debt-financed conspicuous con-

sumption of the poorer segment of the population. While several microeconomic studies

testify to the relevance of such conspicuous consumption (Bertrand & Morse 2016; Bricker

et al. 2020), the macroeconomic evidence on this channel has been somewhat limited and

ambiguous (Wildauer & Stockhammer 2018; Bofinger & Scheuermeyer 2019). We propose

a parsimonious model of upward-looking consumption mediated by perception networks

with empirically plausible topologies to reconcile these two contradictory findings. Up to

our knowledge, our approach is the first to make the reference group to which conspicu-

ous consumption relates explicit.1 As predicted by the (upward-looking) relative income

hypothesis, aggregate savings unanimously decrease in inequality. However, this effect is

mitigated by endogenously evolving perception networks featuring homophily, where in-

creasing inequality also increases segregation within the network. For high degrees of ho-

mophily, the effect vanishes, potentially explaining the mismatch between micro-behaviour

and macro-aggregates.

The argument that intersubjective comparisons can be powerful personal motivators traces

back to at least Adam Smith’s (1991) Wealth of Nations.2 He famously argued that even

something as simple as wearing a linen shirt might be a “necessary of life in England”

(Smith 1991, vol. ii, p. 352) at the time of his writing to signal that the wearer is

not poor. Status signalling has been a central tenet, especially of heterodox theories of

consumption behaviour ever since (Veblen 2001; Duesenberry 1949; Frank et al. 2014).

However, while those theories primarily focus on luxury goods, Smith (1991) reminds us

that status goods are essentially defined by custom, and that their signalling is not an

inherent feature of them. Therefore, status consumption is not confined to a specific social

class that can afford expensive luxury goods but is a human tendency that might apply

to all individuals across the whole income distribution. Not all consumption is status

consumption, though: Keynes (1972) divided goods into two types: Non-positional goods

1The foundational contribution by Frank et al. (2014) only builds on classifications according to income
deciles and does not include a discussion of inner-decile links that Schulz et al. (2021) find to be of crucial
importance for perceptions.

2Cf. Sen’s (1984) foundational discussion about absolute and relative dimensions of poverty.
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relating to material needs and status goods relating to needs “which are relative in the sense

that we feel them only if their satisfaction lifts us above, makes us superior to, our fellows”

(Keynes 1972, p. 326). Psychological evidence indeed corroborates the conjecture that

status consumption is upward-looking (Frank 1985) and that both absolute and relative

motives matter (Alpizar et al. 2005). Our model includes both the Smithian and Keynesian

insight and lets all consumers have a propensity for upward-looking status consumption,

with the whole population consuming a basket of both status and non-status goods. This

parsimonious consumption rule based only on current income replicates all the major

stylised facts regarding micro consumption behaviour. It is thus at least observationally

equivalent to the workhorse permanent income hypothesis, without facing its problems of

‘excess smoothness’ and ‘excess sensitivity’ (Meghir 2004).

Despite their emphasis on signalling and perception, theories of conspicuous consumption

seldomly explicate to which others the consumers exactly aspire to catch up to. Typi-

cally, only global average consumption levels are considered (Alpizar et al. 2005; Alvarez-

Cuadrado & Van Long 2011; Petach & Tavani 2021), meaning that local structures are

not part of these explanations. Contrary to that, the sociological literature indicates that

empirical social networks are far from random and consequently that human interaction

is strongly structured. The major contribution of this paper is to show that the impact

of this structure, most notably homophily or the tendency to link to individuals that are

similar to oneself (Lazarsfeld et al. 1954), is non-negligible and might help explain some

of the recent empirical puzzles. The most notable of these puzzles is the mismatch be-

tween significant findings in the applied micro literature and the ambiguous findings from

more macroeconomically oriented approaches on positional concerns. We propose a new

channel, where income inequality not only incentivises conspicuous consumption but also

increases segregation due to income homophily, thereby decreasing perceived inequality

and mitigating the initial effect of actual inequality. Bertrand & Morse (2016) document

the relevance of this channel for residential segregation, and we hope to inspire further

empirical studies with our model exercise, especially in the direction of occupational or

educational segregation in relation to consumption decisions.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 situates our model within

the pertinent literature and shows how both sociological and economic theory inform our

modelling choices. Section 3 introduces our formal model both regarding consumption

behaviour and the underlying social network. Section 4 presents our simulation results.

Within the section, we demonstrate both that the emergent expenditure distributions are

consistent with the relevant stylised facts and that the endogenous adjustment of the social

networks can generate both nonlinearities and a large variety of point elasticities, under-
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lining the potential relevance of the segregation channel. The final section 5 concludes and

discusses possible avenues for further research, particularly possible empirical applications

and modelling extensions to include our partial model of consumption decisions within a

full-fledged macro framework.

2 Related Literature

The advent of Friedman’s (1957) permanent income hypothesis was a paradigm change in

the theory of consumption behaviour and shifted the focus from explaining consumption

out of current income to explaining it out of permanent income composed of unobserv-

able stochastic income shocks. The literature afterwards has focused mainly on refining

Friedman’s initial hypothesis by including expectations, precautionary savings motives or

liquidity constraints to bring it closer to the data (Palley 2010; Meghir 2004, for surveys).

Our focus is different. We abstract from any intertemporal considerations or additional

liquidity constraints and show how the emergent expenditure distributions relating to

current income only can give rise to the relevant empirical stylised facts of consumption

behaviour purely from human interaction within plausible social networks. Nonetheless,

intertemporal considerations are potentially relevant for consumption behaviour, and our

model merely demonstrates that the empirical findings on consumption expenditures both

on the micro and on the macro level do not necessarily imply intertemporal optimisation

over (largely unobservable) future income streams, as is typically argued in the literature

(Battistin et al. 2009). In contrast to these demanding assumptions on (essentially unbi-

ased or model-consistent) individual expectations, we make the perceptions of each agent

fully explicit without any kind of expectation formation on future income streams. To do

this, we bring two strands of literature together to make sense of a third one: Namely,

we combine the rich extant literature on empirical social networks with the empirical evi-

dence on upward-looking consumption externalities to provide a new explanation for the

ambiguous empirical findings on the aggregate savings-inequality nexus.

The topology of empirical social networks exhibits salient and universal features that

can serve as stylised facts to validate artificial graphs. These include the small-world

property which holds across many different domains (Galaskiewicz 2007; Newman 2001;

Uzzi & Spiro 2005; Weeden & Cornwell 2020), homophily in tie-formation, especially

for economic class (Boucher 2015; Cepić & Tonković 2020; Huckfeldt 1983; Malacarne

2017; Mayer & Puller 2008) and their sparsity, especially when focusing on close ties

(Mac Carron et al. 2016; De Giorgi et al. 2020). Schulz et al. (2021) present a model of

homophilic tie formation that can generate these stylised facts of empirical graph topologies

4
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as well as being able to replicate all the relevant findings on positional self-assessment and

perceptions of inequality. Since our argument builds on status consumption, which rests

on the individuals’ perception of consumption, we adopt this modelling framework as an

algorithm for plausible social networks.

The importance of interpersonal comparisons in consumption and income is well estab-

lished for the microeconomic level. Among others, Bertrand & Morse (2016) and Bricker

et al. (2020) find significant effects of interpersonal comparisons for individual consumption

in the US, Jinkins (2016) for the US and China, Quintana-Domeque & Wohlfart (2016) for

the UK, Drechsel-Grau & Schmid (2014) for Germany and Alpizar et al. (2005) for Costa

Rica. The choice of reference groups within these studies is often rather crude, though,

underlining the need for more plausible models of interaction in networks. The empir-

ical psychological literature reviewed in chapter 2 of Frank (1985) only establishes that

conspicuous consumption is generally upward-looking. Given upward-looking consumption

externalities, uneven income gains that are skewed to the top can trigger “expenditure

cascades” if the poorer try to emulate the consumption behaviour of the richer (Frank

et al. 2014). Indeed, several studies for the US also document the relevance of inequality

for private debt-buildup of the poor to enable consumption increases, also in line with the

relative income hypothesis (Agarwal et al. 2020; Carr & Jayadev 2015; Christen & Morgan

2005; Schmid & Drechsel-Grau 2013).

Given the apparently unambiguous results from more micro-level studies, it seems surpris-

ing that this view has not manifested itself in a consensus on the macro-level association of

inequality and (private) savings. While Koo & Song (2016) report that aggregate savings

rates increase with income inequality due to the rich saving more, Klein (2015), Perugini

et al. (2016), and Petach & Tavani (2021) find evidence for a negative relationship between

savings and inequality, in line with the expenditure cascades hypothesis. Most studies fail

to find a significant effect in either direction, though (Bordo & Meissner 2012; Cuaresma

et al. 2018; Gu & Huang 2014; Gu et al. 2015; Leigh & Posso 2009; Schmidt-Hebbel & Ser-

ven 2000; Wildauer & Stockhammer 2018). Cuaresma et al. (2018), Gu & Huang (2014)

and Gu et al. (2015) highlight the potential relevance of unobservable intermittent coun-

try characteristics shaping the relationship between savings decisions and inequality, which

might in part explain why Bofinger & Scheuermeyer (2019) find a strongly non-monotonic

relationship between both.3 Furthermore, Wildauer & Stockhammer (2018) highlight the

3Bofinger & Scheuermeyer (2019) commendably include country- and time-fixed effects into their es-
timation. These might, however, be insufficient to capture time-variant country idiosyncrasies, as our
endogenously evolving social network might suggest.
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time-scale of adjustments and show that with the proper controls and examining a long-run

relationship, the effect of inequality on savings seizes to be significant.

We conclude that a proper model of expenditure cascades has to make sense of the vari-

ability of effect size as a function of the considered time scale. Moreover, such a model

should give a plausible account of the origin of cross-country heterogeneity. To demon-

strate the relevance of network structures for these phenomena, we use an otherwise purely

upward-looking consumption rule inspired by Frank et al. (2014) that should in and of it-

self give rise to an unambiguously negative relation between savings and inequality but

can generate a large variety of effect sizes as a function of network topology. Finally, we

require our model to be consistent with the major stylised facts on empirical expenditure

distributions for validation at the micro-level.

The empirical literature has identified four stylised facts regarding consumption expendi-

tures and their relation to (current) incomes: (i) individual average propensities to consume

(APCs) tend to decrease in (current) income (Dynan et al. 2004; Fagiolo et al. 2019); (ii)

population-level APCs remain roughly constant with respect to changes in total income

(Kuznets 1942); (iii) the distribution of consumption expenditures is more homogeneous

than the distribution of current income (Krueger & Perri 2006; Jappelli & Pistaferri 2010)

and (iv) the distribution of consumption expenditures is (at least as a first-order approxi-

mation) well fit by a log-normal distribution (Battistin et al. 2009; Brzozowski et al. 2010;

Chakrabarti et al. 2018; Hohnisch et al. 2002; Fagiolo et al. 2010; Ghosh et al. 2011; Toda

2017), while the distribution of current income is not (Drăgulescu & Yakovenko 2001; Silva

& Yakovenko 2004; Tao et al. 2019). The last stylised fact constitutes evidence for the

log-normality of expenditure distributions since several of those studies also find significant

deviations from the log-normal benchmark, particularly for their upper tails (Chakrabarti

et al. 2018; Fagiolo et al. 2010; Ghosh et al. 2011; Toda 2017). In light of these findings,

we also discuss the relevant parameter range of our model for which log-normality holds,

namely, for intermediate ranges of social consumption to make sense of possible deviations

from the log-normal benchmark that can also emerge within our model.

3 Model

This section gives a content-oriented presentation; we provide a technical description fol-

lowing the ODD protocol, the NetLogo implementation of the simulation model and our

raw data upon request. The model consists of two distinct phases running in sequential

order, where phase one builds the environment and determines available information for

the consumption procedure in the second phase:
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1. Network generation

• Agent initialisation and income allocation

• Homophilic linkage

2. Individual perception and consumption

3.1 Network Generation

There are 1000 agents in the model; each agent draws their income from an exponential

distribution with a mean of λ = 1. Such a distribution normalises the empirical observed

(pre-tax or market) income distributions in various industrialised countries for the vast

majority of individuals (Drăgulescu & Yakovenko 2001; Silva & Yakovenko 2004; Dos San-

tos 2017; Tao et al. 2019).4 Thus, one can understand the model population as constituting

a representative sample of empirical populations of these countries. The upper tail of 1

to 5 % of the income distributions empirically follows a Pareto law (Silva & Yakovenko

2004). We deliberately choose to exclude this small minority from our model since their

population size would induce another degree of freedom in our model, and we want to

demonstrate that segregation is indeed endogenous and not driven by differences in the

actual income regime. Hence, we also use log-normal distributions for comparison between

different inequality levels. While such log-normal distributions do not represent empirical

findings, they allow for varying the inequality level through their dispersion parameter σ

without changing the overall distribution shape. Hence, the present model employs the

log-normal distribution solely to evaluate the relationship between actual income inequal-

ity, individual perceptions and consumption behaviour. Agents store their true income

decile for evaluation purposes, too.

Each agent draws five other agents to link to. Like for real-world networks, links are there-

fore created by agents, not imposed on them. The number of five-link choices represents

the closest layer of intense contacts identified in empirical studies (Zhou et al. 2005; Hamil-

ton et al. 2007; Mac Carron et al. 2016)5. While this closest layer consists of differently

related people for different individuals (Karlsson et al. 2005), what those individuals do,

Wilcox & Stephen (2013) empirically identify this layer as the relevant reference group for

social consumption. Moreover, we have carried out sensitivity analyses and found a larger

4Interestingly, Dos Santos (2017) shows how an exponential wage distribution emerges from social
comparisons, much like the consumption externality we model in our consumption rule. It, therefore,
appears promising to bring these two modelling approaches together.

5For a recent review on the large literature on ’Dunbar’s number‘, cf. the first section of Mac Carron
et al. (2016).
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number of links to have little impact on overall simulation results. Agent j’s weight in

agent i’s draw is denoted by Ωij and determined as follows:

Ωij =
1

exp[ρ |Yj − Yi|]
(1)

The relative weights in the draws are a function of the homophily strength and the respec-

tive income levels: Y denotes the income of an agent, and ρ ∈ R+
0 denotes the homophily

strength in income selection, externally set, and identical for all agents. ρ = 0 represents a

random graph, and for an increasing positive value of ρ, an agent becomes ever more likely

to pick link-neighbours with incomes closer to their own. The link function’s exponential

character ensures that those with large income differences become unlikely picks even at

low homophily strengths. For an extensive analytical discussion of this linkage behaviour,

see Schulz et al. (2021). Our linkage function represents a tractable reduced-form repre-

sentation of the empirically well-established homophily. Falk & Knell (2004) demonstrate

that homophilic social comparisons can also emerge within an optimisation framework,

though. Notice that this linkage function implies that segregation increases with income

inequality, as is well documented in the literal sense of segregation as residential (Wheeler

& La Jeunesse 2008; Watson 2009; Reardon & Bischoff 2011; Chen et al. 2012; Tóth et al.

2021). Linkages in our sense go beyond this literal geographic sense, though, and essen-

tially imply that consumption decisions are observable, be it due to common workplaces,

family ties or any other form of linkage.

3.2 Individual Perception and Consumption

Generally, positional concerns can be modelled both within an intertemporal maximisa-

tion framework (Drechsel-Grau & Schmid 2014) or building merely on current income and

heuristics (Frank et al. 2014). We choose the latter option for two reasons: Firstly, we aim

to keep assumptions on individual behaviour as minimal as possible to preserve maximal

generalisability. The workhorse consumption model built on Euler equations as famously

introduced by Hall (1978) builds on rational expectations that are very demanding as an

assumption. Empirically, Pesaran & Weale (2006) find little evidence for the rational ex-

pectations hypothesis. Theoretically, Hendry & Mizon (2014) show that a violation of the

usual regularity conditions in stochastic processes like non-stationarity or structural breaks

implies that rational forecasts conditioned on past performance are suboptimal, essentially

since the application of the law of iterated expectations is hindered. Thus, it seems highly

unlikely that the rational expectations benchmark indeed holds in the real world, especially
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if income processes are very noisy. Secondly, the dual problem of ‘excess smoothness’ and

‘excess sensitivity’ for calibrated consumption models of permanent income hints at the

shortcomings of the permanent income hypothesis (Meghir 2004), that is, consumption

reacting too strongly (weakly) to (un)anticipated income shocks.6 By contrast, our model

is based explicitly on current income (and intersubjective comparisons) and does therefore

not run into the problem that consumption is tracking current incomes too closely. We

also do not need to impose an unrealistic degree of heterogeneity or additional assumptions

to match the empirically observed heterogeneity in consumption propensities (Jappelli &

Pistaferri 2014). Intertemporal considerations might play a prominent role in empirical

consumption decisions, but our results demonstrate that a heuristics-cum-comparison rule

goes a surprisingly long way to replicate the empirical stylised facts.

In particular, the only heterogeneity we impose is the (pre-validated) income distribution.

The consumption rule is entirely equivalent for all agents. To incorporate expenditure

cascades, we model each individual i’s consumption as a weighted sum with weights 0 <

w < 1 and (1− w) of an idiosyncratic and social component which follow the intuition of

the absolute and relative income hypothesis, respectively:

C(i) = w · b Yi + (1− w) · c (C(j|i)− w · bY (i)), (2)

where 0 < b < 1 is the marginal propensity to consume out of the absolute component and

c the propensity to consume out of the consumption differential to the individual indexed

j. Note that all weights in equation (2) are identical for all agents. The only difference

is C(j|i), i.e., the upward looking consumption component. Thereby, j denotes agent i’s

link-neighbour with highest consumption (or i themself if they have no link-neighbour with

higher consumption, in which case social consumption would be zero). Agents calculate

their consumption sequentially, in order of income ranks from rich to poor.

Overall, an individual consumption decision requires simply comparing one’s own con-

sumption at the time in question with someone else’s consumption at that time; hence,

it does not entail an intertemporal component. However, our approach is also consistent

with the permanent income hypothesis’s central intuition: One can also understand the

interpersonal consumption comparison presented here as a proxy for intertemporal ones.

Individuals might look at others they perceive to lead overall parallel lives as themselves

and take the observed consumption as a predictor for what is possible for themselves.

6The commonly employed habit persistence extension to remedy these problems yields coefficients of
habit formation that are typically deemed much too high to be plausible (Pesaran 2015, p. 887 – 892,
and the references therein, for a more detailed discussion). Coincidentally, Binder & Pesaran (2001)
demonstrate that habit persistence in conjunction with social comparisons might be able to solve both
problems simultaneously.
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In that way, our model explains why life-cycle models replicate the four stylised facts

but necessitate implausible behavioural assumptions to do so: Individuals act as if they

smoothed over future incomes while actually observing some of these potential future in-

comes in others. Arguably, merely observing consumption decisions rather than forming

explicit (and model-consistent) expectations over a stochastic income innovation process

appears to be much more plausible.

Given the model mechanism, the income levels Y (j|i) on which the consumption of i

(directly or indirectly) depends can be indexed by an ordering Ri = 0, 1, ..., di where di

is the distance of the most distant income to i on which C(i) depends. It follows that

Y (0|i) = Y (i), as the distance is then 0. By recursive substitution, we can rewrite C(i) as

C(i) =

di∑
j=0

((1− w) · c)j · (1− (1− w) · c) · w · b · Y (j|i) =

di∑
j=0

βjY (j|i). (3)

The consumption of any individual i is thus directly dependent on their own income but

depends also on all other incomes to which they are (directly or indirectly) connected.

Since ((1 − w) · c) is, per assumption, strictly below unity, the weight of a given distant

income level ((1 − w) · c)j decays (exponentially) in the graph distance j = 0, 1, ..., di to

the relevant agent. While more distant incomes are thus generally higher due to social

comparisons being upward-looking, they are also given less weight. This implies that C(i)

is a linear combination of an exponentially distributed random variable Y with varying

weights and number of terms and thus, a so-called hypoexponential mixture (Li & Li 2019;

Yanev 2020). As we discuss in more detail in section 4, this directly implies two of the four

stylised facts, namely, the approximate log-normality of expenditure distributions and the

fact that they are robustly more homogeneous than income distributions.

4 Results

The results we present are twofold: Firstly, we show that our parsimonious model setup

embedded within realistic social networks can replicate the known stylised facts of empirical

expenditure distributions at the micro-level. On the one hand, these results testify to the

validity of our model assumptions. On the other hand, they also serve as proof of concept to

show that a static setting may replicate empirical expenditure patterns without resorting

to unobservable stochasticity, strong assumptions about credit markets and individual

rationality or assuming any heterogeneity in individual consumption functions ex-ante.

Secondly, we spell out the implications for savings and inequality at the macro level. In
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particular, we show that our model can generate a large variety of different elasticities of

savings with respect to inequality, in line with the highly ambiguous empirical literature.

4.1 Micro Level Patterns

As laid out in section 2, we consider four stylised facts for validation with varying levels of

granularity. Stylised facts (i) to (iii) describe qualitative features of expenditures that are,

in principle, consistent with many different functional forms describing the distribution

of expenditures. The fourth stylised fact is more stringent and imposes log-normality as

the functional form. Even though log-normality is a more demanding requirement, it does

not itself imply stylised facts (i) to (iii), which we, therefore, consider separately for full

validation (Fagiolo et al. 2019). The first stylised fact concerns the decrease of individ-

ual APCs in income levels. Indeed, our model replicates this finding for all levels of social

consumption without imposing different consumption propensities ad hoc. This follows di-

rectly from social consumption being purely upward-looking. If one is richer than all their

link-neighbours, they do not need to catch up to anyone’s higher consumption, and hence

their consumption is entirely idiosyncratic. However, social consumptfion accumulates as

it is passed down within the network from richer to poorer individuals. Thus, poorer indi-

viduals tend to exhibit higher social consumption above their idiosyncratic consumption,

increasing their personal APC. Figure 1 shows the APC schedules per decile for different

parametrisations and demonstrates that decile APCs are indeed declining, in line with the

empirical evidence.

As Figure 1 also shows, though, the precise form of this decay depends on the specific

parametrisation. The w parameter determines the weight of idiosyncratic consumption.

Since idiosyncratic consumption is relatively more important for the richest, w is also

most relevant for the level of the total consumption of the richest decile, as is apparent

from the fact that the blue and orange APC schedules with equal w but different c in

Figure 1 almost coincide for the richest decile, whereas the red and orange schedules with

equal c but different w do not. In contrast to that, the c parameter captures the strength

of the ‘catching-up’ behaviour, which manifests itself in the steepness of the curve, as is

also readily visible from comparing the orange and red APC schedules.7 Regardless of

7Varying the b parameter only induces a parallel shift of the different schedules and therefore allows to
target arbitrary levels of APCs for a given decile. We choose b = 0.75 since, for ρ = 4, it seems to capture
the behavior of empirical APCs reported in Clementi & Gianmoena (2017) reasonably well. Decreasing ρ
tends to increase the reported effects since the income difference to the richest observed individual within
a perception set tends to increase with decreasing ρ by assumption, leading to stronger ‘catching-up’.
Simulation results verifying this finding are available upon request.
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Figure 1: The figure plots the APCs per income decile for different parametrisations and
with homophily strength ρ = 4 and b = 0.75, averaged over 100 simulation runs. Lines are
visual aids only.

the parametrisation leading to different functional forms of the APC schedules, they are,

however, all declining in income decile, replicating stylised fact (i).

The most prominent fact regarding empirical expenditure distributions was the finding by

Kuznets (1942) that aggregate APCs stay approximately constant for changes in aggregate

income. Indeed, this was one of the major factors contributing to the paradigm change

from the absolute to the permanent income hypothesis, as the absolute income hypothesis

in its affine-linear variant exhibits decaying aggregate APCs in total income (Palley 2010).

The invariance of aggregate APCs C/Y from changes in Y follows trivially from the

recursive solution to C(i) in eq. (3). Assume a proportional change to Y by ω ∈ R+,

such that Ỹ (i) = ωY (i) ∀i and Ỹ = ωY . Thus, ω is independent of Y (i) and does not

change orderings Ri. Consequently, since ω cancels out, total consumption is given by the

following:

C̃ =
n∑

i=1

di∑
j=0

βjωY (j|i) = ω
n∑

i=1

di∑
j=0

βjY (j|i) and therefore (4)

C̃

Ỹ
=
ω
∑n

i=1

∑di
j=0 βjY (j|i)

ω
∑n

i=1 Y (i)
=
C

Y
. (5)

As a result, aggregate APCs are invariant to any positive proportional change to income,

i.e., distribution-preserving changes. Whenever inequality by one of the usual measures

increases, aggregate APCs increase, too, as we show in the subsection below.
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As a third stylised fact, we considered that the distribution of consumption expenditures

is more homogeneous than the income distribution. In our specification, this is necessarily

also true for w < 1,8 since by the recursive solution in eq. (3), expenditure levels are

a weighted sum of income levels, themselves following an exponential distribution, with

varying weights and number of terms. This characteristic implies that the distribution of

C is hypoexponential, with a coefficient of variation strictly smaller than unity, while the

exponentially distributed income levels exhibit a coefficient of variation (asymptotically)

equal to unity (Li & Li 2019; Yanev 2020). Intuitively, since social consumption accumu-

lates in a cascade down the income distribution, richer individuals are relatively unaffected

by status concerns, while the cumulative effect on poor individuals is much higher. Thus,

increasing the level of status consumption by decreasing w or increasing c tends to equalise

the expenditure distribution since the relatively higher status consumption of the poorer

lets their consumption approach the expenditures of the rich that are not so much affected

by status concerns.
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Figure 2: Ratio of the coefficients of
variation for the expenditure and in-
come distribution for the whole pa-
rameter space of w and c and with
ρ = 0.5, averaged over 100 simula-
tion runs.
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Figure 3: Ratio of the coefficients of
variation for the expenditure and in-
come distribution for the whole pa-
rameter space of w and c and with
ρ = 4, averaged over 100 simulation
runs.

This is also what we find for our numerical simulations, here for 100 runs each, as we

show in Figures 2 and 3 for the parameter combinations of w and c. For all cases, the

coefficient of variation is strictly below the one for the income distribution, replicating

stylised fact (iii). However, the equalising tendency is much less pronounced for high

8For w = 1, we would simply recover a (rescaled) version of the exponential income distribution for
expenditures, and the recursive solution in eq. (3) would be undefined.
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levels of homophily, as can be seen in Figure 3 because the much more homophilic link

formation tends to decrease the maximum income level each individual observes. Hence,

homophily tends to hinder the transmission of social consumption.

Finally, we also find that our specification can map exponential income distributions to

log-normal expenditure distributions, even though both come from completely different

distributional families. The reason behind this finding is simply that the hypoexponential

mixture characterising the expenditures is well approximated by a log-normal if it exhibits

sufficient skewness, but the underlying rate parameters λ of the exponential are not too

heterogeneous. A representative example is shown in Figures 4 and 5.
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Figure 5: Empirical Density of Personal Ex-
penditures C(i) for a single simulation run with
w = 0.5, c = 0.3 and ρ = 1.

Per assumption, the pre-validated income distribution follows an exponential distribution

with rate parameter λ = 1. However, the expenditure distribution is extremely well fit

by a log-normal distribution, replicating stylised fact (iv). Notice that this represents an

entirely new generating mechanism for log-normal distributions and does not rely on any

unobservable income innovation process or model-consistent expectations as are typically

used in mainstream macro models. This is a relevant finding in and of itself since the

log-normality of consumption expenditures is typically taken as evidence that consump-

tion cannot be a function of current income and thus needs to depend on permanent

income subject to a stochastically multiplicative growth process generating the log-normal

functional form (Battistin et al. 2009). Our model exercise demonstrates that this is not

necessarily true. A parsimonious model based on current income and simple behavioural

rules of thumb can simultaneously replicate this stylised fact without facing the theoretical

and empirical shortcomings of models in the rational expectations tradition.

Log-normality holds for large parts of the parameter space, as we show in Figures 6 and 7.

The approximation only breaks down for very high levels of idiosyncratic consumption

and w approaching unity, where we recover a rescaled version of the initial exponential
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Figure 6: Fraction of expenditure distri-
butions for which a standard Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test cannot reject the assumption of
log-normality at a 5% significance level for ρ =
0.5 with 100 iterations.
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Figure 7: Fraction of expenditure distri-
butions for which a standard Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test cannot reject the assumption of
log-normality at a 5% significance level for ρ = 4
with 100 iterations.

distribution and very high levels of social consumption with low w and high c, where the

expenditure distribution becomes too symmetric to account for the skewness of the log-

normal. For high levels of homophily ρ, the parameter space for log-normality becomes

much narrower due to the emergent segregation that weakens the transmission of status

consumption. In light of these findings, it seems entirely unsurprising that many of the

empirical studies we reviewed in section 2 find significant deviations from log-normality in

expenditure distributions, which one can understand as arising from variation in consump-

tion baskets’ salience of expenditures as well as differences in social segregation. Both the

heterogeneity in the salience of consumption goods (Solnick & Hemenway 2005; Heffetz

2011, for a large scale study) and the variation in (e.g., spatial) segregation (Tóth et al.

2021) are well documented in the literature, in agreement with the varying results on the

log-normality of expenditures across studies. Perhaps more surprisingly, we find that our

stylised consumption function embedded within realistic social networks can replicate the

relevant empirical phenomena in the literature on empirical expenditure patterns, testify-

ing our modelling approach’s internal validity.

4.2 Inequality and Aggregate Savings

So far, the model assumed exponentially distributed incomes with a constant theoretical

Gini coefficient of G = 0.5, irrespective of its particular parametrisation. To examine

the impact of changing inequality on consumption and savings, we therefore now assume
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Figure 8: Aggregate savings rate (aggregate savings over aggregate income) as a function
of inequality, measured by the Gini coefficient with w = c = 0.5 and b = 0.75, averaged
over 100 simulation runs.

log-normality of individual incomes to generate variation in inequality through changing

the dispersion parameter σ of the log-normal income distribution by which the model is

initialised. We examine different degrees of homophily and let social networks adjust en-

dogenously to input inequality, thereby highlighting two different findings: Firstly, there

exist strong non-linearities in the relation of inequality and savings whenever perception

networks mediate actual inequality. Secondly, the time scale of adjustment might be im-

portant. We only provide comparative statics here and report results after all adjustments

regarding perceptions have taken place but hint at possible mechanisms in the time domain

as well.

Figure 8 depicts aggregate savings rates as a function of income inequality, measured by

the Gini coefficient, and for varying levels of income homophily. As expected within a

model of purely upward-looking consumption, savings unanimously decrease in inequal-

ity, as lower-income classes try to emulate the higher expenditures of the rich caused by

their disproportionate gains in income. We are thus able to replicate the main finding

of the canonical model of ‘expenditure cascades’ by Frank et al. (2014) within plausible

and endogenously evolving social networks. However, we also find that effect sizes are

both state-dependent for the very same behavioural parameters and decrease with ho-

mophily because for the given graph-generating process, two counteracting effects mediate

the effect of actual inequality on perceived inequality (Schulz et al. 2021). Firstly, holding

the network-topology constant, increases in aggregate inequality also increase inequality
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within perception groups and thus decrease savings. Secondly, the network topology en-

dogenously mitigates an increase in inequality, too: This increasing inequality leads to

higher segregation, which means higher inequality between groups but decreasing inequal-

ity within every given group. A priori, it is unclear what the relative strengths of both

effects are, which we explore by simulation.

For (implausibly) low degrees of inequality, the four trajectories for ρ = 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 4

almost appear to coincide, as the between-effect is negligible here, while the within-effect is

fully passed through to savings. From a Gini coefficient G = 0.1 onwards and now within

the empirically relevant range (Bofinger & Scheuermeyer 2019), the trajectories begin to

deviate, with still strongly negative effects for the low-homophily regimes but vanishing

savings elasticities within the highly homophilic regime. This is apparent from the decaying

schedules for ρ = 0.5, 1 and 1.5 in contrast to the plateau for ρ = 4. Methodologically, this

finding thus points to a paradox of aggregation: With completely identical behavioural

rules at the micro-level, one can generate vastly different aggregate savings elasticities

at the macro level. Reminiscent to Kirman’s (1992) foundational demonstration, the

properties even of identical micro agents do not translate to equivalent properties of a

‘representative agent’ whatsoever, as the nonlinear macro behaviour in Figure 8 in contrast

to the identically linear micro consumption rule shows.

This methodological finding is not only a theoretical curiosum but also bears material im-

plications: Most importantly, it might in part explain why the micro literature appears to

confirm the relevance of the conspicuous consumption channel, while the macro literature

remains at best ambiguous on this issue. It might very well be the case that all individuals

engage in conspicuous consumption without this being observable using only macro-level

aggregates, whenever there is an endogenous selection of reference groups. Indeed, the

scarce extant empirical literature suggests both that inequality increases (geographical)

segregation (Tóth et al. 2021) and that (geographical) segregation decreases conspicuous

consumption (Bertrand & Morse 2016). Policies aimed at decreasing segregation might

thus carry unintended consequences in simultaneously increasing conspicuous and poten-

tially wasteful consumption.

Finally, our results are also a cautionary tale against the pitfalls of pooling macro data for

analysis without acknowledging the potential time- and cross-sectional variation of inequal-

ity effects on segregation and perceptions. Indeed, it appears likely that the time-scale of

the homophily mechanism outlined in section 3 crucially depends on the mobility of actors

that enables homophilic choice or induced homophily in the first place (Thomas 2019, for a

recent empirical study). With low mobility, the transitory adjustment to the new station-

ary state we depict in our comparative statics exercise in Figure 8 might take sufficiently
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long to be of macroeconomic relevance. In contrast, adjustment might be very fast for

high degrees of mobility. The significant short-term elasticities, e.g. in Petach & Tavani

(2021) can therefore be fully reconciled with the insignificant long-term effects Wildauer

& Stockhammer (2018) find by considering heterogeneous mobility in contrast to ad-hoc

assumptions regarding behavioural parameters. Furthermore, the degree of homophily it-

self appears to be varying across and within countries (McPherson et al. 2001; Cepić &

Tonković 2020). Consequently, pooled estimates might obscure unobserved cross-country

heterogeneity both in adjustment speed and strength, which might help to explain the

non-monotonicity Bofinger & Scheuermeyer (2019) find. Therefore, our model also calls

for better data to capture these effects, either by controlling for, e.g., residential or occupa-

tional segregation or by directly including measures of perceived incomes. Unfortunately,

these attempts are most of the time hindered by data that is much too coarse-grained

for proper estimation, with the geographical location only being available at the state or

county level (Bertrand & Morse 2016) and perceived incomes being reconstructed from

data on a rather crude ordinal scale (Choi 2019) or based merely on ordinary workplaces

(De Giorgi et al. 2020). Merging the relationship network, including friends and family,

besides coworkers with the theoretically relevant socioeconomic data is rarely achieved in

practice but would be an important step to further bridge social network and consumption

theory (De Paula 2017).

5 Discussion

Our results suggest that a simple consumption rule-based merely on current income and

explicit observables can replicate the same set of major stylised facts as the orthodox

formulation based on intertemporal consumption smoothing. In this sense, the two con-

sumption theories appear to be observationally equivalent, and thus, even microdata on

expenditure distributions might be unable to discriminate between the two. Theory, even

in the form of carefully calibrated macro models, might be underdetermined in this regard

(Quine 1975). Intertemporal motives might matter for consumption, but the log-normality

of expenditures is perhaps not an as decisive argument for consumption smoothing as it is

often perceived to be (Battistin et al. 2009). Methodologically, intersubjective rather than

intertemporal consumption rules might also be appealing since they build on much less

restrictive assumptions. Intertemporal optimisation essentially implies both quantifiable

income risk rather than fundamental uncertainty in the form of a well-defined probability

distribution over income shocks and demands that this distribution is learnable or trans-

parent for consumers (Menz 2010). By contrast, social consumption rests on cross-sectional
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observables made explicit by the perception network and therefore requires agents to be

mere observers rather than econometricians. At the same time, our micro-level mecha-

nisms are consistent with the permanent income hypothesis, too. By acting on what they

see in others they perceive to be similar to themselves, individuals behave as if they were

acting on expectations about their own lives. Hence, using social networks relying on

interpersonal consumption comparisons might be attractive for future research as a proxy

for intertemporal considerations and its own sake because conspicuous consumption itself

is an empirically well-grounded phenomenon.

Our second major result addresses the aggregation of individual consumption within the

perception network. We find that, paradoxically, aggregate consumption might react far

less elastic to changes in income than each individual consumption rule considered sep-

arately would indicate, even when all individuals unanimously follow exactly the same

rule. This apparent contradiction follows from the endogenous selection of consumption

reference groups. Apart from increasing aggregate consumption, inequality also increases

segregation and therefore mitigates its initial consumption-enhancing effect. Naturally,

this new channel sheds light on recent puzzles concerning the apparent divide between the

micro and macro strands of the empirical literature on this matter.

Moreover, our results point to a relevant trade-off for policy-makers: According to our

model results, policies aimed at reducing occupational or residential segregation might

also increase conspicuous consumption that might be environmentally wasteful (Howarth

1996) and contributes to the destabilising build-up of private debt (Van Treeck 2014). To

offset these effects, our framework suggests complementing such policies of integration by

appropriate taxation or behavioural nudges that are incentivising substitution from status

to non-positional goods (Antinyan et al. 2020), or, in the language of our model, increase

w. Notice that this channel should be independent of our specific choice of consumption

rule and qualitatively carries over to more sophisticated models, e.g. building on opti-

mising behaviour (Alpizar et al. 2005), as long as there exists an upward-looking social

consumption component as well as perception networks that are homophilic and adjust

endogenously.

The choice in favour of a unanimous heuristics-based consumption rule is a deliberate one

for two reasons: Firstly, our parsimonious model’s internal validation was unproblematic

as we could monitor the whole parameter space of all exogenous variables and did not de-

tect any inexplicable irregularities. Secondly, we keep individual behaviour intentionally

simple to show that the interaction of agents is sufficient to generate empirical hetero-

geneity in micro observables and a large variety of macro-level effects. By applying a

minimal model of consumption, we identify a (possible) minimal set of necessary assump-
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tions (Grüne-Yanoff 2009). Hence, our model constitutes a how-possibly explanation of

the empirically observed consumption patterns. However, the explanans can be true in

the real world and the cause for the observed empirical fact: Our proposed mechanism

fulfils the minimum conditions for a good epistemically possible how-possibly explanation

formulated by Grüne-Yanoff & Verreault-Julien (2021). That our simulation results are

in “qualitative agreement with empirical macrostructures” (Fagiolo et al. 2019, p. 771),

namely successful replication of the stylised empirical facts, affirms the external validity

of the model. Put differently, we develop a specific parallel reality (Sugden 2009) that

features generating mechanisms for empirical findings in our reality and hence our results

present a candidate explanation for the stylised empirical facts (Epstein 1999). Conse-

quently, there may be different, more adequate, parallel realities featuring either these or

even better mechanisms, despite to the best of our knowledge, there are no existing models

that fulfil these characteristics. Furthermore, our proposed framework allows for arbitrary

changes in effect sizes and micro patterns even without social consumption. To achieve

this, one simply needs to alter individual consumption parameters ex-ante, e.g., by letting

poorer individuals idiosyncratically consume a larger portion of their income and, as a

corollary, increase the effect of inequality on aggregate consumption. Finally, both the

principle of homophilic choice and social consumption effects are well established in the

extant empirical literature, further testifying to the resemblance (Mäki 2009) between our

model and reality. Therefore, we are confident that the how-possibly explanation given by

our model is preferable to those ad-hoc choices and much more general or could at least

be straightforwardly extended in this direction.

The minimal nature of our model points to several limitations and extensions, though.

Most notably, in its current bare-bones form, the model cannot study any issues of liquid-

ity constraints that are frequently found to be of crucial relevance, especially for low-income

households (Dynan et al. 2004) or spill-overs of private consumption to other sectors that

would, at a minimum, require the model to be stock-flow consistent (Caverzasi & Godin

2015). Generally, links are modelled abstractly and incorporate various types of personal or

professional connection layers as proximity of incomes. Future work could disentangle this

conglomerate and represent specific ties more explicitly to focus on a particular connection

layer, e.g., connections between co-workers implying network communities that represent

job categories. Early contributions to development economics on analogous ‘demonstra-

tion effects’ have emphasised the role of international emulation of consumption patterns

(Nurkse 1953), while our perspective is much more granular and focuses on individuals.

Exploring the interplay of aggregate frames of reference between countries and emula-
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tion of individual consumption within them might prove to be instructive to investigate

cross-country convergence since the two could reinforce each other.

Furthermore, since the model is static, time does not play any role within the model per

construction. Hence, it can capture consumers’ intertemporal motives, e.g., for precau-

tionary savings but also emphasises the topology of the network in which they operate

within our model. Simon’s (1962) classic cautions us that the dynamic adjustment of

different complex systems in response to exogenous disturbances might also operate on

vastly different time scales, dependent on its decomposability properties. In this sense,

the persistence of the effect of inequality on savings is a function of the time difference

between consumption adjustment and network reshuffling. A possible remedy for this

could be to explicitly model both consumption decisions, constrained by the availability of

credit, and homophilic choice, constrained by mobility, within a full-fledged macro model.

One promising avenue for empirical determination of the relevant time scales could be

exploiting the time-variation in urbanisation rates. Veblen (2001) conjectured already in

1899 that cities are a powerful tool for diversifying perceptions, since within them, “the

mobility of the population is greatest” (Veblen 2001, p. 66). The yet relatively scarce

empirical evidence for Vietnam and Central and Eastern Europe suggests that perceived

income diversity is indeed increasing with urbanisation (Mahajan et al. 2014; Binelli &

Loveless 2016). Apart from theoretical models, we hope to invite empirical studies, espe-

cially at the intersection of urban or spatial economics, inequality research and consumer

theory.
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